Flexing Flip – There’s More to Flip than Intro Discussions

Idea Starters

1. Basic Introductions
2. Show and Tell (for introductions or related to course content)
   - Tell an interesting fact
   - Demonstrate an interesting talent
   - Show an interesting item
   - Show an interesting location/monument/landmark
3. Formal presentations
   - Infographics
   - Data presentations (analysis of existing data)
   - Research results (presentation of personal research)
4. Informal presentations
   - Classroom teaching
   - Patient examinations (Nursing)
   - Role-playing
   - Interior design
5. Tutorials
   - How-to videos for software or apps
   - Hobbies (auto repair, carpentry, crafting, needlepoint, plumbing, macramé, pottery wheel, etc.)
   - Use of equipment (lab equipment, 3D printer, etc.)
   - Cooking demonstration
6. Fine Arts
   - Works of art (paintings, 3D views of sculptures, etc.)
   - Painting or drawing techniques
   - Musical performances (vocal and/or instrumental)
   - Musical instrument techniques (demonstrations)
   - Dance performances
   - Theatrical performances

Help Resources

- [Age-Specific Ideas for Remote Learning with Flip](#)
- [Flip Help Center](#)
- UA’s [Center for Instructional Technology](#)
- [Mixtapes: Sharing videos across your Topics and Groups](#)
- [Higher Education: Remote Learning with Flip](#)